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                  Explore our beautiful and diverse Priority Landscapes that are home to a range of species and habitats.
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                  Get involved and take action for wildlife today.
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                  Become a member of Somerset Wildlife Trust and help us protect our wildlife for future generations.
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                  Explore our stunning nature reserves across Somerset, there is something for everyone.
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        Unsurprisingly, the garden bumblebee can be found in the garden, buzzing around flowers like foxgloves, cowslips and red clover. It is quite a large, scruffy-looking bee, with a white tail. It…
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        Here you will find some great ideas of garden projects - large or small - to improve your outdoor space for wildlife. 
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        The green spaces of our towns and gardens bring nature into our daily lives, brightening our mornings with birdsong and the busy buzzing of bees. Together, the UK's gardens are larger than…
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        A plain-looking warbler, the garden warbler is a summer visitor to the UK. It is a shy bird and is most likely to be heard, rather than seen, in woodland and scrub habitats.
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        Nicolas is a farmer who loves wildlife. Through his passion he has grown a successful bird seed business, and in partnership with The Wildlife Trusts has helped to raise £1 million for…
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        Have you ever stopped to look at the shape of a spider web? Garden spiders spin a spiral shaped web, perfect for catching lots of juicy prey!
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        The garden tiger is an attractive, brown-and-white moth of sand dunes, woodland edges, meadows and hedgerows; it will also visit gardens. In decline, it is suffering from the 'tidying up…
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        The black garden ant is the familiar and abundant small ant that lives in gardens, but also turns up indoors searching for sugary food. In summer, winged adults, or 'flying ants', swarm…
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        Learn about companion planting, friendly pest control, organic repellents and how wildlife and growing vegetables can go hand in hand.
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        We have a range of resources that offer ideas and inspiration for you to wild your home patch. Our Wilder gardening Champions can also offer personal visits to help you make the most of your garden for wildlife. 
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        Rowan loves the fresh smell and sight of the buttercups in the wildflower meadows at Besthorpe. It's a special place because there are precious few spots like this where she can spend time…
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        Coastal gardening can be a challenge, but with the right plants in the right place, your garden and its wildlife visitors can thrive.
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